
Self Select Your Rate
In order to accomodate my students of various income levels, I offer my lessons using a

sliding-scale rate. Below are my suggested rates that I feel are fair relative to your income, but
of course this is for you to decide. I ask you to keep in mind that the product that musicians

create is extremely abstract, and as a result we are undervalued by default.
Your honesty in self selecting your rate is appreciated. Thank you!

Sliding Scale Rate Chart

Annual Income Suggested Rate

Less than $45k $65 / lesson

$45k - $55k $75 / lesson

$55k - $65k $85 / lesson

$65k - $75k $95 / lesson

$75k & up $105 / lesson

5 Lesson Package Rates
If you’d like to book 5 lessons at once, I offer a discount of $5/lesson. If you’d like to take

advantage of this discount, please refer to the chart below for your total.

Sliding Scale Rate Chart - 5 lesson package

Annual Income Suggested Rate

Less than $45k $300/ 5 lessons

$45k - $55k $350 / 5 lessons

$55k - $65k $400 / 5 lessons

$65k - $75k $450 / 5 lessons

$75k & up $500 / 5 lessons

Host lessons at your location
Student hosted lessons start at $105 per lesson, and there may be an additional charge per
lesson depending on my travel time. Sliding scale rates are not available for student hosted

lessons. 5 lesson package rates are still available. Please provide your address when
scheduling your first lesson and I will happily give you a quote.



Cancellation Policy
You may reschedule or cancel a lesson for a full refund if it is more than 24 hours before the

lesson start time. A refund will not be given for lessons cancelled less than 24 hours prior to the
lesson start time.


